
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the stage and grabs the pole swings around in several circles 
D r a z:  very pink  

moonsh1ner: watches dirtyrp work the pole...mmmmmmm 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles as Draz see's my pink panties 
D r a z:  damn caught e looking 

dirtyrpgirl: letting the short jean skirt ride up my hips as i sway around the pole 
stagforyou_1: ...sits back in my chair...... 
dirtyrpgirl: stops and leans face first to the pole 

moonsh1ner: mmmmm nice panties...on a very hot looking body 
dirtyrpgirl: waits for the beat 

stagforyou_1: coffee in one hand ..... 
dirtyrpgirl: starts out shaking my hiney...left to right ...left to right.... 
D r a z:  smiles as dirty knows what she does alright 

moonsh1ner: moves head...left to right left to right 
moonsh1ner: licking my lips 
dirtyrpgirl: holds onto the pole and arches my body back....stretching till my hair touches 

the stage 
D r a z: woo hoo dirty   
dirtyrpgirl: swaying back and forth as i slide my legs to straddle the pole....still bent back 

letting my hair drag to the floor 
dirtyrpgirl: wave to moon  
dirtyrpgirl: letting my crotch rub to the pole as i use my arms to lift then drop myself 

D r a z: wow 
Zzard: watching dirty  dance,,,,smiling 
D r a z: watches dirty   as she rubs the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: then in one move...lift my legs up and wraps them to the pole letting the skirt 
fall to my belly as i spin around it 
Zzard: winks* 

dirtyrpgirl: hanging upside down...my panties and butt cheeks exposed 
D r a z:  grins as i watch dirty ....  bump and grind to the beat 

D r a z:  looks at the upside down girl  
Zzard: seeing the panties riding up 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on the stage...i release my legs and flip back toward the edge 

of the stage and land with my legs flat on the stage and my legs wide open 
D r a z: smiles ..wondering how dirty does that so erotically 
Zzard: mmmm.....nice move dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: tosses my legs back and spins on the stage and faces you both my legs behind 
me as i look at you both and unsnap another button on the cowboy shirt...revealing my 
pink bra and small cleavage 

D r a z: grins watching the shirt open...and those long legs  
dirtyrpgirl: i mp and turn to face the back of the stage now....my long legs stretched up as i 
bend over and sway my hiney in a circle...as i unbutton the skirt 

D r a z:  eyes locked on the circling hiney 
Zzard: watching intently,,dirty's every move 
dirtyrpgirl: i look over my shoulder and make a surprised look as i unzip the skirt and 

shimmy out of it...using the toe of my cowboy boot i sling the skirt to Draz 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking in my panties as they cling into my butt crack 

yesterday love: hi 
D r a z: catches the skirt and puts safe behind the bar watching the sexy dancer 
Zzard: Smiling, broadly admiring the hiney,,,,,] 
dirtyrpgirl: skipping along the front edge of the stage now....wave hiya to yesterday 
dirtyrpgirl: stands with my legs apart in panties and cowboy boots as i un snap the rest of 
the cowboy shirt...and shake my tiny boobs in the bra 

yesterday love: hi Again 
Zzard:  not looking so small from here dirty,,winks* 
D r a z:  stands and slaps to the beat as i watch dirty 



dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hips to the beat as i get the knot untied....and shimmy the cowboy 
shirt down my shoulders and quickly removes it and throws it to Z 

dirtyrpgirl: in pink bra n panties now...i strut from one end of the stage to the 
other....skipping in the cowboy boots as i sing to the song 
Zzard: catching the shirt before it falls to floor,,,, laying it on table,,,eyes remaining on 
dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: then...........................i run and jump 3 feet to the pole....catching it i swing my 
legs to the ceiling and spin down to the floor just letting my head touch the stage 

D r a z: whoopsssss at the moves 
dirtyrpgirl: hunching the air as i hold my arms out clapping my hands to the beat 

Zzard: woot!!   ,,,,,great move,,,,,,seeing dirty dangling from pole 
dirtyrpgirl: the front of my panties forming a camel toe as i grab the pole and let my legs 
down slowly....spinning around as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: holding it with y left hand as i skip in a circle...making pouty faces.......shaking 
my hair all about 
Zzard: seeing the panties  snuggling tight,,,,smiles 

D r a z:  claps at the beat and sings ,.,,,,,,, you are sexy as hell 
Zzard: joins in,,the clapping,,,,,, 
dirtyrpgirl: stopping finally behind the pole as i squat and hold the pole........my knees wide 

open ...my crotch slightly hiding behind the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: waves at webs from the stage as i pole dance 
websterace3: waves back and smiles 

D r a z:  grins ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.and stands clapping... you are sexy as hell 
Zzard: smiles  ,,seeing the lil  damp spot forming on panties 
dirtyrpgirl: leaning into the pole as i squat and swing my knees as i rub my breasts to the 

pole....lifting and lowering to it 
websterace3: sits down and watches the lovely Dirty dance 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles and stands quickly my butt on the pole...giving it3 fast jiggles......and as i 

start to walk to the back of the stage by the curtain..i turn and wink and drop the top of 
my panties over my butt....and run through the curtain 

websterace3: very nice 
websterace3: woo hooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: turning i wave my hand through the curtain...the disappear back stage 

Zzard: Clapsssssss  very  damn nice,,dirty 

websterace3:    
D r a z:  woohoo dirty such a great dance 
websterace3: yes she is 
dirtyrpgirl: walks back around the stage in a pink satin robe..........smiling thanks 

guyssssssssssss 
websterace3: glade I got to see the end of her dance 
dirtyrpgirl: yes Draz...if you think it was worthy...smiles as i walk to the bar and sips my 

drink wiping my hair from my face 
websterace3: ty you Dirty very enjoyable 

Zzard: woohoo  that was great dirty,,never seen you dance before 


